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Abstract
The Hello protocol in OSPF allows each router in a network to
check whether it can exchange messages with neighboring routers in
its network. This check is carried out by making each router periodi-
cally send hello messages to every neighboring router in the network.
Associated with the Hello protocol are two time periods: the hello pe-
riod and the dead period. The hello period is the time period between
sending two successive hello messages to the same neighbor. The dead
period is the time period after which a router can declare a neighbor
dead if during this period the router does not receive any hello messages
from that neighbor. The original Hello protocol restricts the hello and
dead periods to be ﬁxed over time and to be identical in all routers.
Simulation studies have shown that these restrictions contribute to net-
work instabilities and even to network collapse. To improve network
stability, we present a ﬂexible Hello protocol where the hello and dead
periods change over time and become consistent (rather than identical)
in all routers. To ensure the fault-tolerance of our Hello protocol, the
protocol is designed to be stabilizing. That is, when started from an
arbitrary initial state, the protocol converges to a legitimate state, and
remains in legitimate states throughout the remainder of its execution.
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11 Introduction
A fundamental component of any computer network is its routing protocol.
The purpose of the routing protocol is to direct each message along the most
eﬃcient path from its source computer to its destination computer. In order
to determine the most eﬃcient path, the routing protocol requires knowledge
of the network topology.
In general, routing protocols learn the network topology in two steps.
In the ﬁrst step, each router obtains a list of its neighboring routers, that
is, a list of those routers that are reachable via a single network link. In
the second step, each router broadcasts this list to all other routers in the
network. This broadcast may be explicit or implicit. In an explicit broadcast,
the list of neighbors is broadcast without modiﬁcation. This is known as link-
state routing [14]. Examples of link-state routing protocols may be found
in [4, 8, 13]. On the other hand, in an implicit broadcast, only distance-
vectors are exchanged between neighbors. Multiple examples of distance-
vector protocols may be found in the literature [5, 6, 7].
The above implies that an accurate list of neighboring routers is funda-
mental to a routing protocol. This list is obtained by exchanging messages,
known as hello messages, between neighboring routers. If this exchange is
possible, then the network link between the neighboring routers is function-
ing properly, and this link may be used to transfer data messages. The
protocol in charge of the exchange of hello messages is known as the Hello
protocol.
In the Internet, Open Shortest-Path First (OSPF) [4] is the most widely
used routing protocol. It is a complex protocol, with multiple components.
Its fundamental component, as argued above, is the Hello protocol.
There are two time periods associated with the Hello protocol in OSPF:
the hello period and the dead period. The hello period is the time period
between sending two successive hello messages to the same neighbor. The
dead period is the time period after which a router can declare a neighbor
dead if during this period the router does not receive any hello messages from
that neighbor. The hello and dead periods have the following restrictions.
For every pair of neighboring routers, the hello periods of these routers with
respect to each other must be identical and ﬁxed over time. Similarly, the
dead periods of these two routers with respect to each other must be identical
and ﬁxed over time.
These restrictions have several shortcomings. In the ﬁrst place, if the
hello and dead periods are misconﬁgured at a router, then the router is
unable to communicate with other routers, and is, in eﬀect, removed from
2the network. More importantly, simulation studies have shown that these
restrictions contribute to network instabilities and even to network collapse
[11, 12]. These same instabilities have been observed during the collapse of
Internet service provider networks [11, 12].
The network instability begins when a major network event causes the
broadcast of a large number of link-state advertisements and other control
messages. This traﬃc of control messages causes hello messages to be exces-
sively delayed or lost. In consequence, some routers incorrectly determine
that a neighbor is dead. This in turn causes the broadcast of additional
link-state advertisement and control messages, creating a cycle of instability.
Several techniques to mitigate this instability are recommended [11, 12].
For the Hello protocol, it is recommended that the hello and dead periods be
adjusted in response to network overload. In this light, we present a Hello
protocol with the following two properties. First, each router may vary its
hello and dead periods as the need arises. As the hello and dead periods
change, the state of the router (dead/live) is correctly determined by its
neighbors. Second, timer management is very simple. In particular, each
router maintains a single timer.
To ensure the fault-tolerance of our Hello protocol, the protocol is de-
signed to be stabilizing. A protocol is said to be stabilizing if and only if,
when started from an arbitrary initial state, it converges to a state contained
in a set of legitimate states, and the set of legitimate states is closed under
execution [9, 10]. Stabilizing protocols are robust, since they tolerate all
forms of transient faults. That is, after a sequence of faults, a stabilizing
protocol may be left in an illegitimate state, but within ﬁnite time, the pro-
tocol converges to a legitimate state, and remains within the set of legitimate
states.
Our protocol is presented in four steps. We ﬁrst present a Hello protocol
as described in OSPF [4]. Next, we present a protocol where each router
chooses its initial hello period, which, although ﬁxed over time, need not be
equal to the hello period of its neighboring routers. In addition, the router
adapts its dead period according to two factors: the hello period chosen
by its neighbor, and variations in network conditions. Then, we present a
protocol where each router may vary its hello period in addition to varying
its dead period. Finally, the protocol is strengthened to become stabilizing.
32 Protocol Notation and Network Model
Before presenting our protocols, we give a short overview of our protocol
notation and network model. The notation is similar to that of Gouda [1].
A protocol consists of a set of n processes, p[0];p[1]; ::: ;p[n ¡ 1]; inter-
connected via communication channels. Each channel stores a sequence of
messages between two processes. For every pair of processes p[i] and p[g], if
there is a channel from p[i] to p[g], then there is also a channel from p[g] to
p[i]. Two processes are said to be neighbors if and only if they are connected
by a pair of channels.
The channel from process p[i] to process p[g] represents the local area
network between the computers where p[i] and p[g] reside, plus any additional
buﬀering at the computer of p[g] before the messages from p[i] are delivered
to p[g]. Because communication between computers is direct, we assume
channels do not reorder messages. In addition, we assume each channel can
store a message for at most ¸ time units before the message is either received
or lost.
Each process is speciﬁed by a set of inputs, a set of variables, a parameter,
and a set of actions. The general structure of a process deﬁnition is as follows.
process <process name>
inp <inp name> : <type>,
<inp name> : <type>,
. . .
<inp name> : <type>
var <var name> : <type>,
<var name> : <type>,
. . .
< var name> : < type>
par < par name> : < type>
begin
< action>
< action>
. . .
< action>
4end
The inputs declared in a process can be read, but not written, by the
actions of that process. The variables declared in a process can be read and
written by the actions of that process. The parameter is discussed below.
Every action is of the form: <guard> ! <command>. Executing an
action consists of executing the statements in the command of the action. A
command is constructed from sequencing (;) and iterative (for) constructs
that group together assignment and send statements.
Assignment statements are of the form
<variable> := <expression> if <boolean expression>
If the <boolean expression> is true before the statement is executed, then
the <variable> is assigned the current value of the <expression>. If the
<boolean expression> is false, then the <variable> remains unchanged. If
the phrase if <boolean expression> is not present, then the value of <ex-
pression> is assigned to the <variable> unconditionally.
A send statement in process p[i] is of the form send msg to p[g], where
p[g] is a neighbor of p[i]. Executing this statement appends a message of
type msg to the channel from p[i] to p[g].
The guard of an action is in one of three forms: local, receiving, and
time-out. A local guard is a boolean expression over the inputs, variables,
and parameter declared in the process. A local guard is enabled if and only
if its boolean expression evaluates to true. A receiving guard is of the form
rcv msg from p[g], where p[g] is a neighbor of the process. This guard is
enabled if and only if the next message to be received from neighbor p[g]
is of type msg. Before the command of the receiving guard is executed,
the received message is removed from the incoming channel. We describe
time-out guards below.
Each process maintains multiple timer variables. Automatically, each
timer variable is increased by one with each unit of time elapsed during the
execution. A time-out guard is of the form timeout tr ¸ t, where tr is the
name of the timer, and t is an integer expression with the desired bound for
the timer. This guard is enabled whenever the expression tr ¸ t is true.
The parameter declared in a process is used to write a set of actions as a
single action, with one action for each possible value of the parameter. For
example, if we have the following parameter deﬁnition,
par g : 1 :: 3
5then the following action
rcv msg from p[g] ! ack[g] := true
is a shorthand notation for the following three actions.
rcv msg from p[1] ! ack[1] := true
rcv msg from p[2] ! ack[2] := true
rcv msg from p[3] ! ack[3] := true
An execution step of the network consists in choosing, among all actions
of all processes, an action whose guard is enabled, and executing this action.
We assume that executing an action takes an arbitrary small amount of
time. An execution of a protocol consists of a sequence of execution steps,
which either never ends, or ends in a state where the guards of all actions
are disabled.
Timer variables are incremented automatically as follows. Let si be the
state of the protocol during the time interval [ti;ti+1]. Let action ai+1 be
executed at time ti+1, producing as a result the new state si+1. If a timer
has the value xi in state si, then the value of this timer when action ai+1 is
chosen for execution is xi + (ti+1 ¡ ti).
There is an upper bound ¢ before an enabled action is selected for ex-
ecution. That is, if an action is enabled at time t, then, by time t + ¢,
either the action is executed or it becomes disabled. We assume a similar,
but tighter, upper bound ± for time-out actions, where ± ¿ ¢.
Finally, in a non-faulty initial protocol state, all channels are empty, and
all timer variables have their maximum value. All other variables have their
lowest value, i.e., integer variables have the value zero, and boolean variables
have the value false.
3 The Original Hello Protocol
Consider a protocol of n processes p[0];p[1]; ::: ;p[n¡1], where each process
represents a router in a network. Each process periodically sends a hello
message to every neighboring process in the network. These hello messages
allow each process p[i] to check, for each neighboring process p[g], whether
p[i] can exchange messages with p[g].
Associated with the hello messages that a process p[i] periodically sends
to a neighboring process p[g] is a time period called the hello period of p[i]
6with respect to p[g]: It is the time period that passes after p[i] sends a hello
message to p[g] and before p[i] sends the next hello message to p[g].
Associated with the hello messages that a process p[i] periodically re-
ceives from a neighboring process p[g] is a time period called the dead period
of p[i] with respect to p[g]: If p[i] does not receive any hello message from
p[g] during this period, then p[i] concludes that p[g] is dead at the end of
this period.
Clearly, for any two neighboring processes p[i] and p[g], the hello period
of p[i] with respect to p[g] needs to be less than or equal to the dead period
of p[g] with respect to p[i].
In the original Hello protocol [4], the hello and dead periods have ﬁxed
values. Moreover, for any two neighboring processes p[i] and p[g], the hello
period of p[i] with respect to p[g] equals the hello period of p[g] with respect
to p[i], and the dead period of p[i] with respect to p[g] equals the dead period
of p[g] with respect to p[i]. It follows that the hello period of p[i] with respect
to p[g] is less than or equal the dead period of p[i] with respect to p[g].
Each hello message received by a process p[i] from a neighboring process
p[g] has three ﬁelds as follows:
hello(h;d;b)
where: h is the hello period of p[g]with respect to p[i],
d is the dead period of p[g]with respect to p[i], and
b is a boolean bit with the following values:
b = true if p[g] has recently received hellos from p[i]
false otherwise.
Each process p[i] in the network has the following three inputs:
inp N : set{ g j p[g] is a neighbor of p[i]},
hp : array [N] of hmin :: hmax, / hello periods of p[i] /
dp : array [N] of dmin :: dmax / dead periods of p[i] /
Input N is the set of indices of all neighboring processes of p[i]. For every
neighboring process p[g] of p[i], the input hp[g] in p[i] is the hello period of
p[i] with respect to p[g], and the input dp[g] in p[i] is the dead period of p[i]
with respect to p[g].
The function of the Hello protocol is for each process p[i] to maintain a
state variable st[g] for each neighboring process p[g]. The value of st[g], in
the range 0 :: 2, is assigned according to the following rules:
7st[g] = 0 if p[i] is not receiving any hello messages from p[g],
1 if p[i] is receiving hello messages from p[g] but these messages
indicate that p[g] is not receiving any hello messages from p[i],
2 if p[i] is receiving hello messages from p[g] and these messages
indicate that p[g] is also receiving hello messages from p[i].
For each process p[i] to send a hello message to a neighboring process p[g]
every hp[g] time units, p[i] maintains a timer tr[g]. Whenever this timer
reaches the value of hp[g], p[i] sends a hello message to p[g], and resets tr[g]
to zero. Note that at all times tr[g] contains the amount of time elapsed
since the last time p[i] sent a hello message to p[g].
For each process p[i] to detect that its current dead period with respect
to a neighboring process p[g] has expired, p[i] maintains a deadline variable
dl[g] whose integer value is deﬁned as follows.
i. Each time p[i] times out to send a hello message to p[g], the value of
dl[g] is decremented by tr[g], i.e., it is decremented by the amount
of time elapsed from the previous time-out.
ii. Anytime the value of dl[g] becomes zero, p[i] concludes that its cur-
rent dead period with respect to p[g] has expired, and so it sets the
value of st[g] to 0.
iii. Each time p[i] receives a “proper” hello message from p[g], the value
of dl[g] is reset to dp[g] + tr[g]. Note that a hello message from p[g]
to p[i] is “proper” if the hello period in the message equals the hello
period of p[i] with respect to p[g] and the dead period in the message
equals the dead period of p[i] with respect to p[g].
A process p[i : 0 :: n ¡ 1] in the Hello protocol can be speciﬁed as follows.
process p[i : 0 :: n ¡ 1]
inp N : set fg jp[g] is a neighbor of p[i]g,
hp : array [N] of hmin :: hmax, / hello periods of p[i] /
dp : array [N] of dmin :: dmax / dead periods of p[i] /
var tr : array [N] of 0 :: hmax + ±, / timers of p[i] /
st : array [N] of 0 :: 2, / states of neighbors of p[i] /
dl : array [N] of 0 :: dmax + hmax + ±, / deadlines of p[i] /
f : N, / p[f] is a neighbor of p[i] /
h : hmin :: hmax, / ﬁelds in rcvd hello msg /
8d : dmin :: dmax,
b : boolean
par g : N / any neighbor of p[i] /
begin
timeout tr[g] ¸ hp[g] !
dl[g] := dl[g] ¡ tr[g];
st[g] := 0 if dl[g] = 0;
send hello(hp[g];dp[g];st[g] > 0) to p[g];
tr[g] := 0
rcv hello(h;d;b) from p[g] !
st[g] := 2 if hp[g] = h ^ dp[g] = d ^ b;
st[g] := 1 if hp[g] = h ^ dp[g] = d ^ :b;
st[g] := 0 if hp[g] 6= h _ dp[g] 6= d;
dl[g] := dp[g] + tr[g]
end
Each process has two actions. In the ﬁrst action, process p[i] detects that
its time-out action for a neighboring process p[g] is enabled for execution and
executes it as follows. First, p[i] decrements the value of the deadline dl[g]
by the amount of time elapsed, namely, tr[g]. If the value of dl[g] becomes
zero, then p[i] determines that p[g] is unreachable, and assigns zero to st[g].
Second, p[i] sends a hello message to p[g]. Third, p[i] resets timer tr[g] to
zero, and thus schedules its time-out action for p[g] to be executed once more
after hp[g] time units.
In the second action, process p[i] receives a hello message from a neigh-
boring process p[g] and updates its corresponding state st[g] and deadline
dl[g] variables accordingly.
This protocol has two restrictions. First, the hello and dead periods of
all processes have ﬁxed values. Second, the hello messages received by any
process p[i] from a neighboring process p[g] are accepted (by p[i]) only if the
hello and dead periods of p[i] with respect to p[g] are equal to, respectively,
the hello and dead periods of p[g] with respect to p[i]. These two restrictions
are needlessly severe, and in the rest of this paper we describe two variations
of this protocol where these restrictions are relaxed.
94 A Protocol with Converging Dead Periods
In this section, we describe a variation of the Hello protocol where each
process p[i] chooses its hello periods as it wishes, then each neighboring
process of p[i] adjusts its dead period with respect to p[i] to be consistent
with the corresponding hello period of p[i]. In other words, the dead period
of a neighboring process p[g] with respect to p[i] eventually “converges” to a
value that is consistent with the chosen hello period of p[i] with respect to
p[g].
Because the hello periods of each process are chosen by the process, we
design each process to choose all its hello periods to be equal. This design
simpliﬁes the time-out structure of each process. In particular, a process no
longer needs to time-out at diﬀerent time instants to send hello messages to
diﬀerent neighboring processes. Rather, when a process executes a time-out,
it sends hello messages to everyone of its neighboring processes.
We next turn our attention to the question of how a process p[i] adjusts
its dead period dp[g] with respect to a neighboring process p[g] to make it
consistent with the hello period h chosen by p[g]. To answer this question,
we assume that p[i] has a positive integer rf[g], such that dp[g] := rf[g]¢h.
The value of rf[g] is chosen depending on the expected reliability of the
channel from process p[g] to process p[i]. On one hand, if this channel is
reliable and very few messages from p[g] to p[i] are ever lost, then rf[g] has
a small value, say 1, 2, or 3. On the other hand, if this channel is unreliable
and many messages from p[g] to p[i] can be lost, then rf[g] has a large value,
say 8, 9, or 10. We refer to rf[g] as the reliability factor of process p[i] with
respect to its neighboring process p[g].
Note that the reliability of the channel may be aﬀected by many factors,
such as the probability of message corruption and the current level of chan-
nel congestion. For example, if the channel is being ﬂooded by messages
other than those in the hello protocol, such as data messages from network
applications or routing control messages, then the value of rf[g] must be
large enough to reﬂect these conditions. Therefore, we allow rf[g] to change
over time, and thus, the dead period of p[i] with respect to p[g] will vary
accordingly.
A process p[i : 0 :: n ¡ 1] in the Hello protocol with converging dead
periods can be speciﬁed as follows.
process p[i : 0 :: n ¡ 1]
inp N : set {g j p[g] is a neighbor of p[i]}
hp : hmin :: hmax / hello period of p[i] /
10var tr : 0 :: hmax + ±, / timer of p[i] /
st : array [N] of 0 :: 2, / states of neighbors of p[i] /
dp : array [N] of dmin :: dmax, / dead periods of p[i]/
dl : array [N] of 0 :: dmax + hmax + ±, / deadlines of dead periods of p[i] /
rf : array [N] of 1 :: rmax, / reliability factors of p[i] /
f : N, / p[f] is a neighbor of p[i] /
d : dmin :: dmax, / temporary variable /
h : hmin :: hmax, / ﬁelds in rcvd hello msg /
b : boolean
par g : N / any neighbor of p[i] /
begin
timeout tr ¸ hp !
for every f in N do
dl[f] := dl[f] ¡ tr;
st[f] := 0 if dl[f] = 0;
send hello(hp;st[f] > 0) to p[f]
od;
tr := 0
rcv hello(h;b) from p[g] !
dp[g] := rf[g]¢h;
dl[g] := dp[g] + tr;
st[g] := 2 if b;
st[g] := 1 if :b
true !
h := dp[g]=rf[g];
rf[g] := any;
d := rf[g] ¢ h;
dl[g] := dl[g] + (d ¡ dp[g]);
dp[g] := d
end
This process p[i] is similar to process p[i] in Section 3, but there are four
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the two.
i. In this p[i], hp is a single input of type integer and dp is a variable
array of integers. The value of hp is chosen before p[i] starts exe-
cuting, and the value of each dp[g] is adjusted when p[i] receives a
11hello message from its neighboring process p[g]. In p[i] in Section 3,
both hp and dp are input arrays of integers, and their values are set
before p[i] starts executing.
ii. In this p[i], there is exactly one time-out action, and when this time-
out action is executed, p[i] sends a hello message to each of its neigh-
boring processes. In p[i] in Section 3, there are several time-out
actions: one action for each neighboring process of p[i].
iii. In this p[i], every received hello message is accepted, and st[g] is
updated according to the received boolean bit b. In p[i] in Section 3,
a received hello(h;d;b) is accepted only if hp[g] in p[i] equals h and
dp[g] in p[i] equals d.
iv. For each neighbor p[g], an additional action changes the value of
rf[g] over time. The action ﬁrst computes the current hello period
of neighbor p[g], and then chooses a new value for rf[g]. Then, the
deadline and dead period with respect to p[g] are updated accord-
ingly.
5 A Protocol with Dynamic Hello Periods
In the last Hello protocol, each process chooses its hello period when it
starts executing, then it keeps its hello period ﬁxed and lets its neighboring
processes adjust their dead periods to become consistent with the chosen
hello period. In this section, we discuss how to modify this protocol to allow
any process to change its hello period when a need arises. For example,
when a process becomes busy, it may increase its hello period in order to
decrease the overhead that it encounters in sending hello messages. When
the process is no longer busy, it may decrease its hello period to increase the
responsiveness of the Hello protocol.
Assume that a process p[i] wishes to assign to its hello period hp a new
value hn. There are two cases to consider. In the ﬁrst case, hp ¸ hn, and
hence, the rate at which p[i] sends hello messages will rise. This higher
message rate cannot increase the risk of a neighbor incorrectly declaring
that p[i] is dead. Thus, p[i] may adopt the new hello period immediately by
performing the assignment hp := hn.
In the second case, hp < hn, and thus, the rate at which p[i] sends hello
messages will decrease. Since each neighbor has not yet increased its dead
period with respect to p[i], p[i] cannot immediately adopt the larger hello
12period without risking the possibility that one of these neighbors incorrectly
declares that p[i] is dead. To prevent this possibility, p[i] keeps hp unchanged
for sometime, but includes the new hello period hn in the hello messages that
p[i] sends to its neighboring processes. Each neighboring process p[g] notices
the new hello period hn in the hello messages (received from p[i]), adjusts
its dead period with respect to p[i] according to hn, and acknowledges the
new hello period hn in the hello messages it sends to p[i].
The acknowledgments are in the form of a small sequence number. When-
ever p[i] chooses a new hello period hn, it increases its sequence number, and
includes this sequence number in its hello messages. Each neighbor p[g] will
acknowledge the new hello period by returning this sequence number to p[i]
in its own hello messages. Therefore, each hello message from p[i] to p[g]
contains two sequence numbers: the sequence number of the hello period at
p[i], and the sequence number of the hello period at p[g] that p[i] learned
from the latest hello message it received from p[g]:
A process p[i : 0 :: n¡1] in the Hello protocol with dynamic hello periods
can be speciﬁed as follows.
process p[i : 0 :: n ¡ 1]
inp N : set {g j p[g] is a neighbor of p[i]}
var tr : 0 :: hmax + ±, / timer of p[i] /
st : array [N] of 0 :: 2, / states of neighbors of p[i] /
dp : array [N] of dmin :: dmax, / dead periods of p[i]/
dl : array [N] of 0 :: dmax + hmax + ±, / deadlines of dead periods of p[i] /
rf : array [N] of 1 :: rmax, / reliability factors of p[i] /
hp : hmin :: hmax, / hello period of p[i] /
hn : hmin :: hmax, / next hello period of p[i] /
ha : array [N] of boolean, / hello value is acknowledged /
sn : 0 :: smax ¡ 1, / sequence number of p[i]/
sg : array [N] of 0 :: smax ¡ 1, / sequence number of each neighbor /
f : N, / p[f] is a neighbor of p[i] /
d : dmin :: dmax, / temporary variable /
h : hmin :: hmax, / ﬁelds in rcvd hello msg /
s,s0 : 0 :: smax ¡ 1,
b : boolean
par g : N / any neighbor of p[i] /
begin
hp = hn !
hn := any;
hp := hn if hn · hp;
13sn := (sn + 1)modsmax if hn > hp;
ha[f] := false if hn > hp
timeout tr ¸ hp !
for every f in N do
dl[f] := dl[f] ¡ tr;
st[f] := 0 if dl[f] = 0;
send hello(hn;sn;sg[f];st[f] > 0) to p[f]
od;
hp := hn if (8f : (st[f] = 2) ) ha[f]);
tr := 0
rcv hello(h;s;s0;b) from p[g] !
sg[g] := s;
dp[g] := rf[g]¢h;
dl[g] := dp[g] + tr;
st[g] := 2 if b;
st[g] := 1 if :b;
ha[g] := (hs = s0)
true !
h := dp[g]=rf[g];
rf[g] := any;
d := rf[g] ¢ h;
dl[g] := dl[g] + (d ¡ dp[g]);
dp[g] := d
end
This process p[i] is similar to process p[i] in Section 4, but there are
several signiﬁcant additions.
i. Four new variables are introduced: a new integer variable hn, a
boolean array ha, a sequence number sn, and a sequence number
array sg. In hn, p[i] stores its new hello period. In ha[g], p[i] stores
whether p[g] has acknowledged the new hello period. Finally, p[i]
stores in sn the sequence number of its hello period, and stores in
sg[g] the sequence number of the hello period received from p[g].
ii. A new action is introduced, where a new value is chosen for the
14hello period. If the new hello period is smaller then the current hello
period, then the new hello period is adopted immediately. Otherwise,
all neighbors must be aware of the larger hello period before it may be
adopted. Thus, the sequence number is increased, and all elements
of array ha are set to false.
iii. In the time-out action, the new hello period hn is assigned to the
current hello period hp, provided that all neighbors with whom bidi-
rectional communication has been established have acknowledged the
new hello period.
iv. In the receive action, the sequence number of neighbor p[g] is stored
in sg[g]. In addition, if p[g] is acknowledging the current sequence
number of p[i], then ha[g] is set to true.
6 A Stabilizing Protocol
The protocol presented in the previous section is not strong enough to be
stabilizing. For ease of presentation, we discuss in this section the necessary
changes to ensure its stabilization, and present the complete protocol in the
appendix, along with its proof of stabilization.
We begin by formally deﬁning stabilization by borrowing some deﬁnitions
from [2]. To simplify our stabilization predicate, we use the notion of pseudo-
stabilization. We say a protocol pseudo-stabilizes to a predicate P in time T
if and only if every execution of the protocol, regardless of its initial state,
has an inﬁnite suﬃx where P holds at every state in the suﬃx, and the
execution reaches this suﬃx within T time units.
Below, whenever the process that declared a variable is not understood
from context, the identity of the process is added as a suﬃx of the variable.
E.g., hp:i refers to variable hp in process p[i].
Consider the following predicate.
(st[g]:i = 2) ) (dp[i]:g ¸ rf[i]:g ¢ hp:i) (1)
That is, if bidirectional communication has been established between p[i]
and p[g], then, the dead period of p[g] with respect to p[i] is large enough to
accommodate the hello period of p[i].
In order for the protocol of Section 5 to stabilize to (1), we must consider
the contents of the channels between p[i] and p[g]. In particular, the channels
at the initial state of the network may contain an arbitrary sequence of
15messages. In this case, it is easy to obtain a race condition that prevents
stabilization.
To ensure stabilization, we restrict how often each process changes its
hello period. In particular, when a process increases its hello period, the
outgoing and incoming channels of the process must be free of messages con-
taining the new sequence number generated by the process. This is enforced
by placing a lower bound ¼ on the interval of time that may elapse between
increases in the hello period of a process. We show in the appendix that
¼ and the maximum sequence number, smax ¡ 1, must satisfy the following
relationship.
smax >
¹
2 ¢ ¸ + dmax + hmax + ±
¼
º
+ 1 (2)
To implement the lower bound ¼, we introduce a new integer variable inc.
This variable contains the remaining time units before hn may be increased
once more. Variable inc is decremented by tr at each time-out. Process
p[i] may choose a new value for hn only if inc = 0. Furthermore, if hn is
increased, then inc is reset to ¼ + tr.
Under a fault-free execution, hp · hn always holds. To ensure this holds
in the presence of transient faults, the guard of the assignment statement
hp := hn in the time-out action is weakened as follows.
hp := hn if (8f : (hn > hp ^ st[f] = 2) ) ha[f])
In addition, process p[i] should not simply set st[g] = 2 whenever the
hello message from p[g] contains b = true. This is because, even though
b = true, p[g] may have considered p[i] to be dead temporarily, and during
this time, p[i] changed sequence numbers. Therefore, the sequence number
must also be taken into consideration. In particular, if st[g] = 1, then it
should not be increased to two unless the right sequence number has already
been received at p[g]. Also, if st[g] = 2, then it should be reduced to one
if the wrong sequence number is received and p[i] is not changing its hello
period (i.e. hn = hp). Thus, the statement updating the value of st[g] in
the receive action is modiﬁed as follows.
st[g] := 2 if b ^ hs = s0;
st[g] := 1 if :b _ (hn = hp ^ hs 6= s0);
Finally, to improve the convergence time, two new actions are introduced
to ensure that dl[g] · dp[g] + tr and inc · ¼ + tr hold at all times.
16The above changes result in the stabilizing Hello protocol. The com-
plete protocol is given in Appendix A. The following theorem is proven in
Appendix B.
Theorem 1 The stabilizing Hello protocol pseudostabilizes to predicate (1)
in time 4¢¸+3¢dmax+3¢hmax+±+¢ irrespective of the number of message
losses.
7 Broadcast Channels
In the Internet, a computer network consists of a collection of subnetworks
interconnected via routers. Two routers attached to a common subnetwork
may exchange messages with each other via the common subnetwork. In
general, there are two types of subnetworks: point-to-point and broadcast.
To ensure fault-tolerance, the protocol is made stabilizing.
In a point-to-point subnetwork, the subnetwork is shared only by the
routers at its two end points. This is represented in our notation by two
processes connected by a pair of channels. Therefore, our Hello protocols
are tailored for point-to-point subnetworks.
In a broadcast subnetwork, multiple routers are attached to the subnet-
work. If any of these routers sends a message over the subnetwork, all other
routers are able to receive a copy of this message. To represent a broadcast
subnetwork, we connect processes via broadcast channels. When a process
sends a message over a broadcast channel, all other processes connected to
this channel receive a copy of the message.
Our Hello protocols can be tailored to eﬃciently operate over a broadcast
channel as follows. When a process p[g] sends a hello message, it includes
the following ﬁelds.
² Its own identiﬁer g.
² Its hello period.
² Its hello sequence number.
² A list of identiﬁers. If identiﬁer i is on this list, then st[i] 6= 0 at p[g],
i.e., p[g] received a hello message from p[i] before the dead period of
p[g] with respect to p[i] expired.
² A list of sequence numbers, one for each identiﬁer above. The sequence
number associated with identiﬁer i is the last sequence number that
p[g] received from p[i].
17Given the above ﬁelds, when process p[i] receives a hello message from p[g],
it proceeds as follows. First, p[i] is aware that the message originates from
p[g] because the identiﬁer g is in the message. Second, if i is not listed in
the hello message, then p[i] is aware that its hello messages are not reaching
p[g]. On the other hand, if i is listed in the hello message, then p[i] can
use the sequence number associated with identiﬁer i to determine if p[g] has
adjusted itself to the most recent hello period of p[i].
8 Summary and Concluding Remarks
The original Hello protocol restricts the hello and dead periods to be ﬁxed
over time and be identical in neighboring routers. This, however, has been
shown to contribute to network instabilities. In this light, we have presented
two variations of the Hello protocol where the hello and dead periods change
over time and become consistent, but not necessarily identical, in neighboring
routers.
We have left open the question as to when should a router modify its hello
period and how it should choose its new value. As indicated by Choudhury
et. al. [12], automated methods can be used to detect that the network
has reached an overloaded state. This would indicate that the hello period
should be modiﬁed.
We have focused on the task of detecting if a neighboring router is reach-
able. However, the Hello protocol in OSPF has another important function
in broadcast networks: electing a designated router and a backup desig-
nated router [4]. Each router indicates in its hello messages its “willingness”
to become the designated router, and also indicates the pair of routers it cur-
rently considers to be the designated router and backup designated router.
The standard algorithm to elect these routers is stabilizing without any ad-
ditional modiﬁcations, and thus we do not include it in our protocols.
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19A Stabilizing Protocol
process p[i : 0 :: n ¡ 1]
inp N : set {g j p[g] is a neighbor of p[i]}
var tr : 0 :: hmax + ±, / timer of p[i] /
st : array [N] of 0 :: 2, / states of neighbors of p[i] /
dp : array [N] of dmin :: dmax, / dead periods of p[i]/
dl : array [N] of 0 :: dmax + hmax + ±, / deadlines of dead periods of p[i] /
rf : array [N] of 1 :: rmax, / reliability factors of p[i] /
hp : hmin :: hmax, / hello period of p[i] /
hn : hmin :: hmax, / next hello period of p[i] /
ha : array [N] of boolean, / hello value is acknowledged /
sn : 0 :: smax ¡ 1, / sequence number of p[i]/
sg : array [N] of 0 :: smax ¡ 1, / sequence number of each neighbor /
inc : 0 :: ¼ + hmax + ±, / next time hn may increase /
f : N, / p[f] is a neighbor of p[i] /
d : dmin :: dmax, / temporary variable /
h : hmin :: hmax, / ﬁelds in rcvd hello msg /
s,s0 : 0 :: smax ¡ 1,
b : boolean
par g : N / any neighbor of p[i] /
begin
hp = hn ^ inc = 0 !
hn := any;
hp := hn if hn · hp;
sn := (sn + 1)modsmax if hn > hp;
ha[f] := false if hn > hp;
inc := ¼ + tr if hn > hp
timeout tr ¸ hp !
inc := inc ¡ tr;
for every f in N do
dl[f] := dl[f] ¡ tr;
st[f] := 0 if dl[f] = 0;
send hello(hn;sn;sg[f];st[f] > 0) to p[f]
od;
hp := hn if (8f : (hn > hp ^ st[f] = 2) ) ha[f]);
tr := 0
20rcv hello(h;s;s0;b) from p[g] !
sg[g] := s;
dp[g] := rf[g]¢h;
dl[g] := dp[g] + tr;
st[g] := 2 if b ^ hs = s0;
st[g] := 1 if :b _ (hn = hp ^ hs 6= s0);
ha[g] := (hs = s0)
true !
h := dp[g]=rf[g];
rf[g] := any;
d := rf[g] ¢ h;
dl[g] := dl[g] + (d ¡ dp[g]);
dp[g] := d
dl[g] > dp[g] + tr ! dl[g] := dp[g] + tr
inc > ¼ + tr ! inc := ¼ + tr
end
B Proof of Stabilization
Lemma 1 Let t be the initial (possibly faulty) state of the system.
1. From time t up to the ﬁrst time-out, tr will increase by at least the
amount of time between t and the time-out minus ±.
2. At every subsequent time-out, tr contains the amount of time elapsed
from the execution of the previous time-out to the execution of this
time-out.
Proof:
For the ﬁrst part of the lemma, variable tr always increases with time,
unless it has reached its highest value of hmax + ±, at which point it stops
increasing. However, at this time the time-out is enabled, and the time-out
cannot remain enabled more than ± time units without being executed.
21For the second part of the lemma, at every time-out, tr is assigned zero.
Furthermore, the time-out will be enabled no later than when tr reaches the
value hmax. Since the largest value of tr has not been reached, and since the
time-out will be executed within ± time units, tr always increases between
time-outs.
End of Proof.
Lemma 2 Let t be the time of the initial (possibly faulty) state of an execu-
tion. For all time t0, where t + ¢ · t0, the following hold.
dl[g] · dp[g] + tr
inc · ¼ + tr
Proof:
After ¢ time units, the ﬁnal two actions will execute. Furthermore,
the value of tr increases with time, and when it is reset to zero it is ﬁrst
subtracted from dl[g] and inc, preserving the above relations. When dl[g]
and inc are reset, their new values satisfy the above relations. Finally, when
rf[g] changes, dl[g] and dp[g] are increased by the same amount.
End of Proof:
Lemma 3 Let t be the time of the initial (possibly faulty) state of an exe-
cution. During any interval of time [t0;t00]; the maximum number of times a
process can increase the value of hn is
¹
t00 ¡ t0
¼
º
+ 1
Proof:
In the worst case, hn is increased exactly at time t0. Then, inc is set to
¼+tr. After the ﬁrst time-out, the new value of inc will be ¼ minus at most
the amount of time elapsed since hn increased. The reason it may not be
equal to the elapsed time is because the ﬁrst time-out may be late by ± time
units (Lemma 1). For every subsequent time-out, inc will decrement by the
time elapsed from the previous time-out. Thus, inc will be set to zero, and
hn may increase, no more often than once every ¼ time units. If we count
the initial increase at t, the number of times hn may increase is
j
t00¡t0
¼
k
+1.
End of Proof.
Lemma 4 Let t be the initial (possibly faulty) state of an execution, and let
t + ¢ · t0. If from time t0 up to time t0 + dmax + hmax + ± no message is
received from a neighbor, then the neighbor has been declared dead by time t0.
22Proof:
We consider how much time may elapse until dl[g] is assigned zero. After
time t0, Lemma 2 holds, i.e., dl[g] · dp[g] + tr. Therefore, since dl[g] is
decreased by tr at the time of the ﬁrst time-out, and since tr may not
increase during the execution for ± time units (Lemma 1), then at the ﬁrst
time-out dl[g] is decreased by at least the time elapsed from t0 to the time-out
time minus ±. After every subsequent time-out (Lemma 1), dl[g] is decreased
by the duration of the time-out. Furthermore, since each time-out is at least
hp time units from the previous one, and the maximum value of hp is hmax,
the last time-out may be up to hmax time units greater than necessary. In
addition, the initial value of dp[g] is at most dmax, and thus at time t0 we
have dl[g] · dmax+tr. Finally, the value of dl[g] may increase or decrease in
the last action. However, its relative change of value is equal to that of dp[g],
and dp[g] is bounded by dmax. Hence, no later than time t0+dmax+hmax+±
a time-out will execute setting dl[g] to zero and declaring p[g] unreachable.
End of Proof
We say that p[g] agrees with the hn value of p[i], denoted hn_agrees(g;i),
if all of the following hold.
1. dp[i]:g ¸ rf[i]:g ¢hn:i ^ sg[i]:g = hs:i
2. For every message hello(h;s;s0;b) in the channel from p[i] to p[g],
hn:i · h ^ hs:i = s
3. For every message hello(h;s;s0;b) in the channel from p[g] to p[i],
b ) (hs:i = s0)
It is easy to show that hn_agrees(g;i) is stable under the execution of
actions in p[g].
Lemma 5 For any x, if dp[i]:g ¸ rf[i]:g ¢ x holds, then it continues to hold
after executing the fourth action of process p[g].
Proof:
This follows imply from algebra.
End of Proof
Lemma 6 If hn_agrees(g;i) holds, then it continues to hold after the exe-
cution of any action in p[g].
23Proof:
The ﬁrst action of p[g] does not reference any value in hn_agrees(g;i).
In the second action of p[g], it only aﬀects hn_agrees(g;i) by sending a
hello message to p[i]. However, since part 1 in hn_agrees(g;i) holds, the
message will have the correct sequence number. In the third action, dp[i]:g
and sg[i]:g are updated according to the message received from p[i], but due
to part 2 of hn_agrees(g;i), the new values satisfy hn_agrees(g;i). In the
fourth action, dp[i]:g is modiﬁed, but from Lemma 5, the new value also
satisﬁes hn_agrees(g;i). The ﬁfth and sixth actions do not reference values
in hn_agrees(g;i).
End of Proof
Lemma 7 Let t be the time of the initial (possibly faulty) state of the exe-
cution. For any time t0, where t + 2 ¢ ¸ + dmax + hmax + ± + ¢ · t0, if there
exists a message hello(h;s;s0;b) at the head of the channel from p[g] to p[i],
such that b ^ s0 = sn:i, then hn_agrees(g;i) holds.
Proof:
We will call any message sent by p[i] to p[g] after time t + ¢ “fresh”.
After time t + ¢ + ¸, all messages from p[i] to p[g] have to be fresh, due to
the upper bound ¸ on message lifetime. A message is called “live” if its last
ﬁeld, the boolean value, equals true.
We would like to obtain a lower time bound such that any live message
sent by p[g] after this time bound must be preceded by p[g] receiving a fresh
message from p[i].
Recall that, after time t + ¸ + ¢, only fresh messages are in the channel
from p[i] to p[g]. If from time t+¸+¢ to time t+¸+dmax +hmax +± +¢
a fresh message is not received by p[g] from p[i], then it implies that p[g]
has declared p[i] dead for not receiving a hello message (Lemma 4). Thus,
any live message transmitted by p[g] after time t+¸+dmax +hmax +± +¢
is transmitted after the reception of a fresh message. Therefore, any live
message in the channel from p[g] to p[i] at time t+2¢¸+dmax+hmax+±+¢
or greater must be transmitted after the reception of a fresh message.
Let m be a live message that is at the head of the channel from p[g] to
p[i] at time T, where T ¸ t+2¢¸+dmax +hmax +± +¢. From above, p[g]
must have received a fresh message from p[i] before transmitting m. Let m0
be the last message p[g] received from p[i] before sending m. We want to
consider a lower bound on the time at which m0 was sent by p[i].
Message m was sent no earlier than at time T¡¸, since messages only live
¸ time units. Furthermore, since the message is live, p[g] must have received
24message m0 from p[i] no earlier than time T ¡ ¸ ¡ dmax ¡ hmax ¡ ±, since
otherwise p[g] would have timed out and considered p[i] to be nonreachable.
Finally, message m0 could not have been sent any earlier than T ¡ 2 ¢ ¸ ¡
dmax ¡ hmax ¡ ± due to lifetime of messages in channels.
From above, a maximum of 2¢¸+dmax+hmax+± time units have elapsed
from the transmission of m0 until time T, i.e., until the time m is at the head
of the channel from p[g] to p[i]. From relation (2), there is not enough time
for the sequence numbers to wrap around. Hence, hn:i has not increased
since the time p[i] sent m0:
We next consider the three components of hn_agrees(g;i) and show that
they hold at time T.
² Since hn:i has not increased nor the sequence number changed since
the time p[i] sent m0, all messages sent by p[i] after m0 satisfy part 2
of hn_agrees(g;i).
² From the deﬁnition of m0; p[g] received m0, stored the sequence number
of p[i], and adjusted dp[i]:g accordingly, and thus part 1 of hn_agrees(g;i)
held when m0 was received. From part 2, this continues to hold when-
ever p[g] receives a message from p[i]. Also, from Lemma 5, part 1
continues to hold when p[g] updates rf[i].
² Because part 1 holds after m0 is received at p[g], any message sent by
p[g] after sending m satisﬁes part 3.
End of Proof.
Lemma 8 Let t be the time of the initial (possibly faulty) state of the execu-
tion. Then, at any time t0, where t+2¢¸+2¢dmax+2¢hmax+±+¢ · t0, the
following will hold and continue to hold for every process p[i] and its neighbor
p[g].
(ha[g]:i ^ st[g]:i = 2) ) hn_agrees(g;i) (3)
Proof:
Let T = t+2¢¸+dmax+hmax+±+¢. We ﬁrst argue that if predicate (3)
holds at any time after T, then it will continue to hold. If predicate (3) holds,
it may be falsiﬁed when the left-hand-side is false and an action makes it true,
or when the right-hand-side is true and an action makes it false. Consider the
ﬁrst case. If the left-hand-side is false, it can only become true by receiving
a hello message from p[g]. If the message has an incorrect sequence number,
25ha[g]:i is set to false, and predicate (3) holds. If the message has the correct
sequence number, then from Lemma 7, hn_agrees(g;i) holds, and hence
predicate (3) also holds. Consider the second case. If the right-hand-side
is true, then from Lemma 6, no action of p[g] may falsify it. On the other
hand, p[i] may falsify hn_agrees(g;i) by increasing the value of hn (and at
the same time changing the value of sn), but in this case ha[g]:i is set to
false, and predicate (3) still holds.
To show that predicate (3) will hold after time T +dmax +hmax, assume
that a hello message is received by p[i] from p[g] from time T to time T +
dmax + hmax. If the left-hand-side of the predicate is true after the action,
this implies the sequence number of the message is correct, in which case
by Lemma 7 we have that hn_agrees(g;i) holds, and predicate (3) holds.
Assume no hello message is received during this interval, then, from Lemma
41, p[i] will declare p[g] dead and assign zero to st[g]:i, and predicate (3)
holds.
End of Proof
Lemma 9 Let t be the time of the initial faulty state of the execution. At
any time t0, where t + hmax + ± · t0, hp · hn holds at every process.
Proof:
The time-out becomes enabled no later than time t + hmax, because the
minimum value of tr is zero and the maximum value of hp is hmax. Thus,
the time-out will be executed no later than time t + hmax + ±. After the
ﬁrst time-out, if hp > hn, then hn is assigned to hp, ensuring hp · hn.
Whenever hn changes in the ﬁrst action, it must be that hp = hn before the
action. Furthermore, if the new value of hn is less than that of hp, then hn
is assigned to hp immediately. If hp < hn, then it remains so until in the
time-out action hn is assigned to hp. The lemma thus follows.
End of Proof
We say that p[g] agrees with the hp value of p[i], denoted hp_agrees(g;i),
if the following two conditions hold.
² (st[i]:g > 0) ) (dp[i]:g ¸ rf[i]:g ¢ hp:i)
² For every message hello(h;s;s0;b) in the channel from p[i] to p[g],
hp:i · h
1Note that an additional term ± is not necessary because, from the proof of Lemma 4,
the term ± originates from the inaccuracy of the time-out mechanism, which from Lemma
1 will occur only at the ﬁrst time-out. From the value of T, at least one time-out must
have occurred before T: Hence, not time-out inaccuracies will occur after T.
26Lemma 10 If hp_agrees(g;i) holds, then it continues to hold after the ex-
ecution of any action in p[g].
Proof:
The ﬁrst action of p[g] does not reference any value in hp_agrees(g;i).
In the second action of p[g], it only aﬀects hp_agrees(g;i) by changing
the value of st[i]:g. However, the new value is zero, and hence, hp_agrees(g;i)
holds.
In the third action, dp[i]:g and st[i]:g are updated according to the mes-
sage received from p[i], but due to part 2 of hp_agrees(g;i), the new values
satisfy hp_agrees(g;i).
In the fourth action, dp[i]:g is modiﬁed, but from Lemma 5, the new
value also satisﬁes hp_agrees(g;i).
The ﬁfth and sixth actions do not reference values in hn_agrees(g;i).
End of Proof
Theorem 2 Let t be the time of the initial (possibly faulty) state of the
execution. Then, at any time t0, where t+3¢¸+2¢dmax+2¢hmax+±+¢ · t0,
the following holds for every process p[i] and its neighbor p[g].
(st[g]:i = 2) ) hp_agrees(g;i) (4)
Proof:
Let T = t + 2 ¢ ¸ + dmax + hmax + ± + ¢. We ﬁrst show that if after
time T predicates (3) and (4) hold concurrently, then they continue to hold.
From the proof of Lemma 8, if predicate (3) holds at any time after T, then
it continues to hold. Thus, we focus on predicate (4).
Process p[g] cannot aﬀect (4), because the left-hand-side of (4) only refers
to variables in p[i], and from Lemma 10, p[g] cannot falsify the right-hand-
side.
Consider now process p[i]: In the ﬁrst action, it may change the value of
hn:i but not of hp:i, and thus, it cannot aﬀect (4). In the time-out action,
if st[g] is set to zero then (4) holds trivially. Otherwise, from Lemma 9,
hp · hn, and hence, the new hello message sent agrees with hp. Furthermore,
if hp is assigned hn, then from the guard of the assignment, either st[g] < 2,
in which case (4) holds trivially, or we have ha[g] ^ st[g] = 2. In the latter
case, since (3) holds, then hn_agrees(g;i) holds, and thus hp_agrees(g;i)
will hold after the assignment. In the receive action, (4) is only aﬀected by
assigning 2 to st[g]. In this case, however, b ^ hs = s0, and from Lemma 7,
hn_agrees(g;i) holds, and from Lemma 9, hp_agrees(g;i) will hold after
the assignment. The last action does not aﬀect (4).
27We next need to show that predicate (4) will hold and continue to hold.
We also show that (3) also holds at this time, and hence, both predicates will
continue to hold. Below, we refer to time T + ¸ + dmax + hmax as T0. Note
that from the proof of Lemma 8, if predicate (3) holds at any time after T,
it continues to hold, and furthermore, it is guaranteed to hold and continue
to hold no later than time T + dmax + hmax, i.e., earlier than T0.
Assume that at some time from T to T0 we have st[g]:i < 2. In this case
(4) and (3) already hold, and thus they will continue to hold. We thus focus
on the case where st[g]:i = 2 at time T and remains so until time T0.
Similar to the proof of Lemma 7, any message sent by p[i] to p[g] after
time T is called “fresh”. After time T +¸, all messages from p[i] to p[g] have
to be fresh, due to the upper bound ¸ on message lifetime.
Assume that hp:i is always smaller than the hello values of all the fresh
messages sent out by p[i], and this holds from time T to time T0. Then,
hp_agree(g;i) should hold. This reason is similar to the proof of Lemma
7. If by time T + ¸ + dmax + hmax, i.e. T0, p[g] did not receive a fresh
message from p[i], p[g] declares p[i] dead (Lemma 4 and Lemma 1), and
hp_agree(g;i) holds. Thus, (4) holds, and we know that (3) holds and
continues to hold earlier than T0. If p[g] does receive a fresh message from
p[i] within time T0, then its dead period with respect to p[i] is in agreement
with hp:i, and (4) holds. Furthermore, all fresh messages sent from time T
to time T0 are at least hp:i, thus, the dead period of p[g] with respect to
p[i] will remain in agreement with hp:i from T to T0, thus, (4) continues to
hold, and lastly, (3) will hold and continue to hold at a time earlier than T0.
Hence, both (3) and (4) will hold and continue to hold.
On the other hand, assume that, somewhere from time T to time T0,
hp:i becomes larger than the hello value of a fresh message from p[i] to
p[g]. At time T, from Lemma 9, hp:i · hn:i. Thus, since hello values in
messages are copied from hn:i, hp:i will be at most the hello value of the ﬁrst
fresh messages. To become larger than one of them, hn:i must increase, and
therefore, array ha:i is set to false, and later hp:i is assigned hn:i. However,
since we assume that st[g]:i = 2, for hp:i to be assigned hn:i it must be that
ha[g]:i changed from false to true. This implies receiving a message from p[g]
with the appropriate sequence number, and from Lemma 7, hn_agrees(g;i)
holds, and from Lemma 9, hp_agrees(g;i) also holds. Thus, both (4) and
(3) will hold and continue to hold.
End of Proof
We say that p[g] fully agrees with the hp value of p[i], denoted
hp_fully_agrees(g;i), if the following two conditions hold.
28² dp[i]:g ¸ rf[i]:g ¢ hp:i
² For every message hello(h;s;s0;b) in the channel from p[i] to p[g],
hp:i · h
Lemma 11 If hp_fully_agrees(g;i) holds, then it continues to hold after
the execution of any action in p[g].
Proof:
Neither the ﬁrst nor second actions of p[g] reference any value in
hp_fully_agrees(g;i).
In the third action, dp[i]:g is updated according to the message received
from p[i], but due to part 2 of hp_fully_agrees(g;i), the new values satisfy
hp_fully_agrees(g;i).
In the fourth action, dp[i]:g is modiﬁed, but from Lemma 5, the new
value also satisﬁes hp_fully_agrees(g;i).
The ﬁfth and sixth actions do not reference values in hn_agrees(g;i).
End of Proof
Theorem 3 Let t be the time of the initial (possibly faulty) state of the
execution. Then, at any time t0, where t+4¢¸+3¢dmax+3¢hmax+±+¢ · t0,
the following holds for every process p[i] and its neighbor p[g].
(st[g]:i = 2) ) hp_fully_agrees(g;i) (5)
Proof:
Let T = t + 2 ¢ ¸ + dmax + hmax + ± + ¢; T0 = T + ¸ + dmax + hmax;
and T00 = T0 + ¸ + dmax + hmax. First, using Lemma 11, a proof similar
to the ﬁrst part of the proof of Theorem 2 shows that if predicate (3) and
predicate (5) hold together at any time after time T, then they continue to
hold. We are guaranteed from Lemma 8 that (3) holds after time T0. Hence,
we focus on showing that (5) holds after time T0 and before time T00. Also,
from Theorem 2, predicate (4) holds by time T0.
If (5) holds at time T0, we are done. Otherwise, since (4) does hold, the
only choice is for st[i]:g = 0. If st[i]:g becomes greater than zero, then from
(4) we have that (5) holds and we are done. Otherwise, all messages sent by
p[g] after T0 are not live. If any of these non-live messages arrives to p[i] by
time T00, then st[g]:i < 2 will hold, and (5) holds. Otherwise, by time T0+¸,
any live message from p[g] to p[i] is gone and only non-live messages exist
29from p[g] to p[i]. Thus, by time T0 + ¸ + dmax + hmax (Lemma 4), p[i] will
timeout and assign zero to st[g]:i, and (5) holds.
End of Proof
Theorem 3 implies Theorem 1, and the proof of the stabilizing protocol
is therefore complete.
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